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LED Industry & LED Manufacturing Technologies
for a Market Briefing
Medical Design Technology
Yole Développement (Lyons, France) and EPIC (Paris, France) announce the publication on 15 November 2010 of
their new market & technological studies dedicated to LED market and manufacturing technologies:
·
·

Status of the LED industry “SLI 2010”, 2008 – 2020 analysis
LED Manufacturing Technologies “LED ManTech 2010”

This comprehensive survey describes the main market metrics and manufacturing technologies implementing
broad adoption of Solid State Lighting.
The packaged LED market is experiencing tremendous growth with an expected CAGR of 28.2% between 2009
and 2015. In our base scenario, revenues will reach $8.9b in 2010 and grow to $25.7b in 2015 and close to
$30b in 2020. In terms of volume, LED die surface will increase from 6.3b mm2 to 51b mm2 in 2015, a 41.6%
CAGR. This will prompt substrate volumes to growth from 12.7M TIE (Two Inch Equivalent) in 2009 to 84.4M TIE
in 2015, a 37.1% CAGR (smaller than the die surface increase due to significant manufacturing yield
improvements). The equipment market will experiment a dramatic growth cycle with demand driving the
installation of close to 1400 reactors in the 2010-2012 period.
LED Market Briefing
Yole Développement and EPIC will present and give more details about this study during the LED Market
Briefing organized at the ForumLED show on December 8, in Lyons. Discover the new market & technological
trends in the LEDs world from 9:30 AM to 11:00AM.
Yole Développement and EPIC will provide market and technological data and figures while Aixtron, Philips and
Tridonic, as speakers, will bring an industrial approach to the LEDs world.
For more information, please contact S. Leroy (leroy@yole.fr [1])
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